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-yifl) = fX
Ja

The reciprocity, dy =f(x)dg(x)++y(x)—y(a) = fdg, has been shown to hold
Ja

when g(x) is in B* [Proc. Edin. Math. Soc, 12 (1960), 85]. The purpose of the
present note is to show that it holds more generally and in particular when
g{x) is in a subclass B", of functions of bounded variation B, such that
B*czB"cB'czB; it is assumed that/(x) is any function in D± and that/(x)
and g{x) are both continuous on the left and possibly with simultaneous
points of discontinuity.

Definition. By B" is to be understood that subclass of B' such that if g(x)
is in B" and vJg(x) = limff rff/[<ix) \jg | is the total variation of jg(x) over [ax],
then limi_+o(yJg(x+5) — Vjg(x+))ld = 0 at all points x, a^x<b.

The theorems of the original paper remain true when B" is substituted for
B*, and in fact, if o(x) has only n points of discontinuity in (ab), when B' is
substituted for B*. The demonstration is simplified when the integral

lirn, -La/lab)fdg = (RJDSo) \ fdg,
Ja

to be called the right jump-differential Stieltjes a-integral, is given autonomous
status.

Theorem I'. When fix) is in D1 and g(x) is in B', the RJDSa-integral exists.
Proof. Zffi|jfir|, i = 1, 2, ..., is an increasing sequence, since the CT'S

proceed by inclusion, and is bounded on [ab~\ since g(x) is in B' and therefore in B,
andf(x+)g'+(x+) is in Dt; hence

\ima-Zalw{Jjg+f(x+)g'\x+)dx} = ['fdg
Ja

exists as the sum of the two limits.
The elementary integral properties of paragraph 3 of the original paper

f* fx

hold for this integral if by dg we understand the special case of fdg with
Ja Ja

r*

f(x) = 1, viz., dg = g{x)—g{a). The mean-value lemma does not hold for

the .R/jD&r-integral, but the supplementary relations

(1) fdg = Jjg, (2) lima_ + 0 - fdg = J
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hold when g(x) is in B". On the one hand, we have the equation
t

f(x+)g'+(x+)dxfdg = \ima-LallX0<X0+i)Jjg + (LM)\
Jx0 Jx0 Jxo

of which the second term on the right vanishes with 6, by the mean-value
lemma, and of which the first term is equal to

Rxo)jg(xo) + lim, XaKX0f xo+S)fjg.

The second term here vanishes with 5 because £ff/(l0,xo+s) \ J9 | is a decreasing
function of 8 with limit zero because, with limit A:>0, \jg | would be greater
than k/2 at an infinity of points which is impossible for a function in B; thus
" 1 " holds for any function g(x) in B'. On the other hand, there is the equation

2 rx
-
° Jx

fxo + S

fdg = \ims-\ima
1Z,aKxO

xo+ ^
1 fx

+ hm, -
d Jxo

where the second term on the right, by the mean-value lemma, is/(x0+)g'+(x0+)
and where the first term is zero either because g(x) in B' has only n points of
discontinuity or, otherwise, because g(x) is in B".

Theorem II'. Theorem II remains true when g(x) is in B".
Since the JR/Z>5<7-integral has the same ./'-differential properties as has the

LM-integral at each point x, a^x<b, the two integrals are equivalent.

Integration-by-parts. Because of Theorem IF, if f{x) and g{x) are in B",
then

[Xfdg+ I"'gdf=
J a J a

This follows also from the equation fdg+gdf= d{fg). Moreover, from the
definitions in paragraph 1 of the original paper,

I fdg+ I gdf=lima-Laaax)jp+ | p'+(x+)dx = p(x) |*

where p(x) = f(x)g(x).
Theorems III and IV remain valid when g(x) is in B".
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